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ABSTRACT
This review paper is based on the spectrum decision framework for cognitive radio networks. Cognitive radio
networks have been proposed as a solution to both spectrum inefficiency and spectrum scarcity problems.
However, they face to a unique challenge based on the fluctuating nature of heterogeneous spectrum bands as
well as the diverse service requirements of various applications. In this paper, a spectrum decision framework is
proposed to determine a set of spectrum bands by considering the application requirements as well as the
dynamic nature of spectrum bands. To this end, first, each spectrum is characterized by jointly considering
primary user activity and spectrum sensing operations. Based on this, a minimum variance based spectrum
decision is proposed for real-time applications, which minimizes the capacity variance of the decided spectrum
bands subject to the capacity constraints. For best-effort applications, a maximum capacity-based spectrum
decision is proposed where spectrum bands are decided to maximize the total network capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s wireless networks are characterized as a static spectrum assignment policy. Recently, because of the
increase in spectrum demand, this policy is faced with spectrum scarcity at particular spectrum bands. On the
contrary, a large portion of the assigned spectrum is still used sporadically leading to underutilization of the
significant amount of spectrum [9]. Hence, dynamic spectrum access techniques have recently been proposed to
solve these spectrum inefficiency problems. The key enabling technology for dynamic spectrum access
techniques is the cognitive radio technology, which provides the capability to share the wireless channel with
licensed users (or primary users) in an opportunistic manner [1]. Cognitive radio (CR) networks are envisioned
to provide high bandwidth to mobile users via heterogeneous wireless architectures and dynamic spectrum
access techniques. CR networks, however, impose unique challenges because of the high fluctuation in the
available spectrum as well as the diverse quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of various applications. To
address these challenges, first, CR networks are required to determine which portions of the spectrum are
available, called spectrum sensing [2], [10]. Furthermore, how to coordinate multiple CR users to share the
spectrum band, called spectrum sharing, is another important issue in CR networks [7], [16]. Although all these
efforts enable CR users to exploit spectrum opportunities effectively, the heterogeneous spectrum environment
introduces a new critical issue in CR networks. Generally, CR networks have multiple available spectrum bands
over a wide frequency range that show different channel characteristics, and need to support applications with
diverse service requirements. Therefore, once available spectrum bands are identified through spectrum sensing,
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CR networks need to select the proper spectrum bands according to the application requirements. This process is
referred to as spectrum decision, which constitutes an important but yet unexplored topic in CR networks. . To
decide on spectrum bands properly, CR networks need to consider all available spectrum bands show different
characteristics in the CR network. To select the proper spectrum, the CR network needs to characterize available
spectrum bands by considering current radio conditions as well as the primary user (PU) activity. The CR
network needs to provide a dynamic decision framework to consider all possible events that prevent reliable
communications by closely interacting with other CR functionalities such as spectrum sensing and spectrum
sharing. According to the PU activities, total capacity in CR networks varies over time, which makes it more
difficult to decide on spectrum bands while maintaining the service quality of other CR users. Thus, the CR
network should perform spectrum decision adaptively.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Most of the research on spectrum sharing in CR networks has mainly focused on how to efficiently allocate
either spectrum or power among CR users subject to interference constraints. For spectrum allocation, a global
optimization scheme is developed based on graph theory [17]. However, whenever the network topology
changes according to the node mobility, the network needs to completely recomputed spectrum assignment
leading to a higher computational and communication overhead. To solve this problem, a distributed spectrum
allocation based on local bargaining is proposed in [4], where CR users negotiate spectrum assignment within
local self-organized groups. For their source-constrained networks such as sensor and ad hoc networks, a rulebased spectrum management is proposed, where CR users access the spectrum independently according to both
local observation and predetermined rules [5]. In [20], a dynamic channel selection scheme is developed for
delay-sensitive applications based on a priority queuing analysis and a decentralized learning algorithm. Power
allocation among CR users competing the same spectrum is another important issue in spectrum sharing. In
[12], an optimal power allocation scheme is proposed to achieve ergodic and outage capacity of the fading
channel under different types of power constraints and fading models. In [22], joint beam-forming and power
allocation techniques are presented to maximize the user capacity while ensuring the QoS of primary users.
Game theory provides an efficient distributed spectrum sharing scheme by describing the conflict and
cooperation among CR users, and hence allowing each user to rationally decide on its be station. Thus, it has
been widely exploited for both channel allocation [16] and for power allocation [7].

III. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGE IN SPECTRUM DECISION
All of the previous research explained above has mainly addressed spectrum sharing issues where all operations
are performed within the same spectrum band or across contiguous channels. Furthermore, to adapt the fast time
varying channels, they are generally designed as a short term operation, such as a packet-based or a time-slot
based scheduling. However, CR networks necessitate an additional resource allocation capability when primary
users are detected or CR users newly begin their sessions, which are relatively long-term events. Thus, this
capability should consider longer-term channel characteristics, compared to spectrum sharing. In addition, since
available spectrum bands are distributed over a wide frequency range, this function needs to be implemented as
an inter- spectrum operation. However, this operation inevitably introduces an additional switching delay
leading to service quality degradation. Thus, it is not desirable to extend existing spectrum sharing solutions
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designed to adapt to the fast time-varying channel to the long-term inter-spectrum operation. This unique
challenge in CR networks has not been addressed in previous research.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL
A novel capacity model is developed to describe unique characteristics in CR networks by considering PU
activity as well as sensing capability. Accordingly, two different decision schemes are introduced. To satisfy the
delay constraints in real-time applications, we propose a minimum variance-based spectrum decision (MVSD)
scheme that selects spectrum bands to minimize capacity variation. For best-effort applications, we propose a
maximum capacity-based spectrum decision (MCSD) scheme to maximize the total network capacity. Both
decision schemes are controlled by a proposed resource management based on the current network condition.
System Model in this paper, we consider an infrastructure-based CR network that has a centralized network
entity, such as a base-station. The base-station exerts control over all CR users within its transmission range. CR
users perform the observations and analysis on radio environments and feed them to the central base-station,
which decides on spectrum availability and spectrum allocation. Each CR user has multiple software-defined
radio (SDR) transceivers to exploit multiple spectrum bands over a wide frequency range by reconfiguring the
operating frequency through software operations. Here, we assume frequency division duplex (FDD) systems
where uplink and downlink channels are separated. Thus, the proposed decision scheme can be applied to each
link independently. When primary users appear in the spectrum band, CR users need to move to a new available
band, resulting in a temporary communication break. To solve this problem, we assume that multiple
noncontiguous spectrum bands can be simultaneously used for the transmission in the CR network. This method
can create a signal that is not only capable of high data throughput, but is also immune to the PU activity. Even
if a primary user appears in one of the current spectrum bands, the rest of them will maintain current
transmissions [1].The control channel plays an important role in exchanging information regarding sensing and
resource allocation. Several methods are presented in [3], one of which is assumed to be used as the common
control channel in our proposed method.

Fig 1 The Proposed Spectrum Decision Framework Model
V. DECISION FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
The proposed spectrum decision framework model shown in Figure 1. consist of resource manager determines if
the CR network accepts a new incoming CR user or not. If a new CR user is allowed to transmit, it is assigned to
the proper spectrum bands through spectrum decision. Since there may be multiple CR users competing the
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same spectrum, spectrum sharing coordinates those multiple accesses to prevent collisions, and accordingly to
achieve the maximum capacity. In the event detection, current spectrum bands and users connections are
monitored to detect decision events. The event detection consists of two main tasks: spectrum sensing and
quality monitoring. When events are detected, the CR network reconfigures its resource allocation to maintain
the service quality. In case of short-term channel variations such as fast fading, the CR network reallocates
resources within the spectrum band through spectrum sharing. If a primary user is detected or the current
spectrum band cannot provide the predetermined service quality any longer over a long-term period, the CR
network switches the spectrum through the resource manager and the spectrum decision.

VI. PRIMARY USERS DETECTION IN A SPECTRUM
The main system for the detection of multiple primary users is shown above in fig. 2(a). in this system five
different primary users are detected.

Figure 2(a) Primary Users Detected in a Spectrum

Fig 2 (b) Random Signals from Primary Users
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Each user that is being detected generates random signals which are shown in the fig 2(b), further these five
random signals are combined together and given to the workspace for comparing it with the Secondary Users or
unlicensed users signal. Since these five combined signals are time-dependent signals they are further fed to the
Fast Fourier transformation block in order to convert the time domain signals into frequency domain signals.

Fig 2(c) The Sub-System of Each Primary User
Each main system is divided into sub systems according to the number of users present in it as shown in fig 2(c).
Random 1 and random 2 blocks generates random binary numbers. These digital signals are then combined with
analog signal and their obtained product is obtained. Further the QAM modulator pass band block modulates the
signal using double side-band amplitude modulation. The modulated signal is given to the main system as a
Primary user signal.

VII. SPECTRUM SENSING MODEL

Fig 3(a) Spectrum Sensing Model
Data collected from multiple Primary Users is given to the spectrum sensing model as shown in fig.3 which
consists of various blocks with different functions. The Buffer block redistributes the input samples to a new
frame size. It collects the primary users’ signals and sends the signals to the reshape block. The Reshape block
changes the dimensionality of the input signal to a 2-D signal. The unbuffer block adjusts the output rate so that
the sample period is the same at both the input and output. Further the sensed signals are fed to the frequency
selection block.

Fig 3(b) Response Generated by Sensing Model
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VIII. SECONDARY USERS DETECTION IN A SPECTRUM

Fig 4(a) Secondary Users Detection in a Spectrum

Fig 4(b) Parameters for Uniform Random Number Generator
Once the primary users are detected in spectrum, a random signal generator block generates random signals
from the range -1 to 1. Seed is equal to 0 which indicates that the sequence is non-repeatable.

Fig 4(c) Random Signals from Secondary Users
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IX. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig 5(a) Frequency Selection Block
As shown in the above figure5(a) the Secondary Users signal and the Primary Users signals which are sensed in
a sensing model are fed to the frequency selection block and further the product of Primary and Secondary
Users is taken and Spectrum allocation is done as per the presence of users in a spectrum. The output of
allocated spectrum is shown in the fig 5(b).

S
U
Fig 5(b) Spectrum Allocation to Secondary and Primary Users
X. CONCLUSION
In this review paper, we introduced a framework for spectrum decision to determine a set of spectrum bands by
considering the channel dynamics in the CR network as well as application requirements. To this end, first, a
novel spectrum capacity model is proposed that considers unique features in CR networks. Earlier cognitive
model worked only for two Primary Users (PU) whereas this cognitive model works for five different Primary
Users (PU).
Moreover, a dynamic resource management scheme is introduced to enable the CR network to coordinate
spectrum decision adaptively dependent on the time-varying spectrum resources. Further the cognitive model
for more than five licensed user is planned to be developed along with multiple unlicensed users or secondary
used present in the same bandwidth.
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